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Introduction

Ambivalence with respect to a favoured shape is emerging as a ubiquitous phenomenon
in nuclei [1, 2]. Multiple minima in the nuclear potential well occur because of the
delicate balance in nuclei between the long and short-range properties of the nuclear
force and the contribution specific particle orbitals make in forcing the nucleus to a
decision. Exploration of the dependence of the resulting shape co-existence on particle
number and orbital is a prominent area of research. However, as is often the case, nature
is a little unkind in that many of the heavy nuclei that appear to be crucial to reaching
an understanding are very neutron-deficient and therefore more difficult to identify and
study.

Neutron Deficient Nuclei

Heavy Ion, i n reactions have provided a simple and efficient means of producing and
studying new nuclei, albeit those that are neutron-deficient . Limitations however, are
keenly felt once charged particle emission becomes competitive [3] since the selectivity
c..id the consequent simplicity that was available when all the evaporated particles were
of the same type, is quickly lost. This introduces problems in yield, sensitivity and in
the ability to make isotopic identification, as well as to study level schemes. Obviously,
it limits the absolute production of very neutron-deficient nuclei.

Z- and A- identification

For heavy nuclei, the most direct means of Z-identification is through coincidences be-
tween specific 7-rays and characteristic atomic X-rays. This is only convenient in arrays
with large detectors, which might also have internal ancillary devices, providing due at-
tention is paid to minimising absorption and to allowing for the time-walk which usually
occurs for low-energy transitions in large Ge detectors .

The X-ray production however decreases rapidly with increasing transition energy and
somewhat more slowly with lowering of Z, although for lower proton number the problem
is exacerbated by the associated drop in X-ray energies. Z-identification is possible in
the focal plane detection systems of mass separators only if the recoil energy is high.

For reactions close to the Coulomb barrier when only a few channels can be open,
allowing for example the evaporation of only two or three particles, evaluation of excita-
tion function yields and cross-bombardments is often sufficient for A-identification with
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reasonable certainty. Obviously, it is advantageous to use the simplest system possible
since channel selection usually implies an increase in complexity of instrumentation and
often a reduction in efficiency. For weak channels, or for cases where ambiguities cannot
be resolved, mass identification either by direct measurement of the residual nucleus, or
by counting the particles emitted from the compound nucleus, may become mandatory.

However, the needs of spectroscopy are sometimes better served by mass identification
carried out separately from a system where partial channel selection might be used to
improve the sensitivity in 7-7- measurements, but without a loss in efficiency.

Channel Selection without Channel Selection

In many neutron-deficient cases, despite the fragmentation that occurs when charged
particle channels open, and providing fission competition is not so severe as to remove
all the cross-section, judicious choice of target and projectile combinations and beam
energies can result in a selective reaction involving proton emission. This technique was
recognised by the Munich [4] and Purdue/Argonne (e.g. ref [5]) and used successfully by
us to identify the lightest even-even isotopes of tungsten, platinum and mercury known
to date typically using reactions such as (35Cl,p2n), (39K,p2n) and (70Ge,p2n).

The same approach has been only partially successfuly [6] for the isotopes 162W and
158Hf because of contamination from pairs of transitions in other nuclei populated in the
same reaction which lead to ambiguities, predominantly in the ordering of transitions.
Specifically, in the study of 162W, populated in the 107Ag(58Ni,p2n)162W reaction, key
transitions are contaminated by transitions in 162Ta and 162Hf, populated in the 2pn and
3p channels respectively. Resolution of such ambiguities requires channel selection based
on charged particle emission or on multiple 7*ray gating. Note that they would not be
resolved by recoil separation since the overlapping contaminants are of the same mass
number.

Detection of evaporated charged particles

Charged particle detector systems in operation or planned for 7-ray arrays which are
illustrative of the various approaches and degrees of sophistication are, for example

• ISIS in GASP 40-element Si E/AE, see [7]

• The Silicon ball in Nordball 17-element Si , ~ 10% coverage [8]

• Hystrix in Nordball 12-element CsI(Tl), ~ 75% coverage [9]

• The MINIBALL in the 8n 24-element CsI(Tl), ^ 15% coverage [10]

• PDB in CAESAR 14-element plastic Phoswich, ~ 84% coverage [ll]

• Microball in Gammasphere 96-element CsI(Tl), ~ 96% coverage [12]

• DIAMANT in Eurogam 54-ehment CsI(Tl), ~ 92% coverage [13]

The primary design considerations in such devices are maintenance of the 7-ray effi-
ciency and quality in the associated 7-ray detection system, high granularity, and absolute
efficiency. Details of some of the systems and examples of their utility in both identi-
fying new nuclei and in enhancing the sensitivity to very weak channels are given in



other talks at this conference, for example that by Geirr Sletten [14] . The efficiency for
particle detection is usually less than that implied by the nominal solid angle coverage
listed above because of the need to use absorbers in some situations, which reduces the
detection efficiency for low-energy particles and the effect of kinematic focussing which
for high recoil velocities amplifies the loss of particles through the beam exit apertures.

The important consideration is the proportion of leakage of the of the higher mul-
tiplicity channels into the lower folds. The probability of detecting p particles from a
multiplicity M with N detectors each with an efficiency e is given by

lM-p

This means that for the ANU particle-detector ball (PDB) which has 14 detectors each
of ~ 6% geometrical efficiency that, for a reaction with 3-protons emitted (ignoring
kinematical focussing) 38% would be detected in the "3p" channel, 47% would leak into
the "2p" channel, and 14% would leak into the "lp" channel.
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figure 1. Proton-gated spectra for 58 Ni on a thin target of 107Ag obtained using the
ANU PDB. The spectra have been unfolded.

Subtraction of the contaminant folds has been carried out in figure 1 for a measure-
ment with the PDB and the bombardment of 107Ag with 58Ni, the combination mentioned
above This results in a loss of absolute yield, since the 3p component that leaks into the



2p fold cannot be recovered. Further, the channel that is most contaminated by leakage,
is the lp channel, which in this case is the most important since it is both the weakest
and also the one which leads to the most neutron-deficient nuclei 162W and 163W which
cannot be populated by more direct reactions. The 3p channel for example leads to 162Hf
which is known.

The broad contaminant lines observed in the spectra arise from reactions on carbon
on the target which produce protons and a particles. The problem becomes evident
in the present case because of the use of a thin target. With this particular detector
system, it has been possible to maintain the 7-ray efficiency at low energies, as can be
seen from the observation of characteristic hafnium, tantalum and tungsten X-rays, in
the respective 1-, 2- and 3-proton-gated 7-7 spectra shown in figure 1.

Fission Competition

In heavy and very neutron-deficient nuclei, fission competition becomes severe, re-
sulting in a dramatic reduction in the evaporation residue cross-section which have also
to be extracted from the large flux of (usually unresolved) transitions from fission.

The fission competition is a rapidly increasing function of the fissility parameter Z2/A
and will compete at each stage of the evaporation cascade. Note that no technique will
allow one to recover the cross-section lost to fission. Further, depletion of the high-/
values means that residues will not be populated to high spin.

Recoil Detection

The first element in selecting transitions from a large flux dominated by fission is to
demand coincidences between residual heavy nuclei, and 7 -rays and to discriminate
against the fission products.

To choose an example from the actinide region, application of a time-of-flight tech-
nique was able to select the slow-moving recoiling residual nuclei of 222Th, and separate
them from the fast-moving fission products [15] even though only ~ 1.5% of the cross-
section in the 208Pb + 180 bombardment was expected to go to 222Th. The recoil and
fission products were detected by observing the secondary electrons produced in a foil
placed near the target and measuring the flight time with respect to a pulsed beam. The
technique relies on choosing a target thickness to spread the recoiling nuclei (through
multiple scattering), away from the beam axis. The beam and elastically scattered beam
particles pass through a hole in the signal foil near 0°. The measured efficiency was ~
14%, which seems to be typical for such arrangements. The controlling factors are the
loss of recoils in the cone near 0" and at large angles, and the dead-time/signal-to-noise
problems that are inherent in detecting relatively low signals in the presence of large
pulses, for example those from the fission products, and the large residual rates from
scattered beam particles. (Note that in this conference, Peter Butler [16] shows selection
of the same nucleus by multiple 7-ray gating in EUROGAM.)

A new recoil detection r.ystem [17] which has been incorporated into the Osiris array
is similar in philosophy but has the added refinement of a relatively remote detector
which gives a longer flight time, and also allows segmentation. It is discussed in detail
by Heese et al at this conference [18]. The refinements allow a precise Doppler correction
by correlation of the flight time and the recoil detection angle, and rejection of light ion
products as well as fission, by virtue of the difference in time-of-flight. The measured
efficiency however, is similar to that given above.



The first case studied by Heese et al [17] was the identification of 186Pb and 188Pb, the
former of which I would like to use as both as an example of the experimental difficulties
that occur when fission intrudes , and as an important case study of shape co-existence.

186Pb as a test case

Failure (p2n and no channel selection)

Fusion evaporation calculations for the 144Sm -f 45Sc —+ 189Bi* —• 186Pb + p2n carried out
with a view to employing the same strategy we had found successful for other neutron-
deficient nuclei predicted a cross section of ~ 9 mb to 186Pb and ~ 3 mb to 186T1 (the
2pn channel). Although they also predicted a fission:residue ratio of 14:1 they were still
sufficiently optimistic to justify a measurement using the HERA array at the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory and a 45Sc beam from the 88" cyclotron. That experiment failed
in that no candidates for 186Pb were found. In retrospect, this was due to the use of
liquid-drop fission barriers in the calculation. Considerably lower barriers were found to
be necessary to reproduce the measured fission and residue cross-sections in reactions
leading to compound nuclei such as 192Pb [19] and when these were incorporated in the
calculations, the predicted fission cross-section increased dramatically, leaving only 0.5
mb to 186Pb and 1.2 mb to 186T1. As well as reducing the overall residue cross-section, the
survival moves in favour of the channels which emit more protons, since they involve a
lower Z2/A and therefore lower fission in that channel. In essence, the experiment failed
because of the very high fissility of the compound 189Bi. We had fallen into a trap by
forming a compound nucleus with a higher-Z.

Success (4n o.nd recoil detection)

By reverting to formation of a lower-Z compound in the reaction 154Gd + "^Ar —> 190Pb",
and by employing the recoil detection technique mentioned above, Heese et al successfully
identified a candidate for 186Pb, although the main evaporation channels led to the known
nuclei 186Hg and 184Hg, the latter of which involves emission of an a-particle. They made
a tentative assignment of a sequence of transitions to 186Pb on the basis of coincidences
with Pb X-rays and a similarity with 188Pb which they also identified, with much higher
yield, in a companion measurement.

Mass Identification and xs6Pb

In parallel with these studies Baxter et al [20] have carried out measurements using
the Fragment Mass Analyser (FMA) at Argonne National Laboratory, to attempt an
unambiguous identification of 186Pb. (Hamilton [21] will be reviewing isotope separators
in a paper at this conference so I will not cover such devices in general except to note
that several others are being developed in association with 7-ray arrays .)

The FMA [22, 23] was used with ten detectors of the Argonne-Notre Dame array
at the target position and 36Ar beams from ATLAS. The mass spectra obtained using
several beam energies and 154Gd and 155Gd targets is shown in figure 2. With two charge
states on the focal plane, the efficiency of the device is ~ 11%. A charge reset foil was
used in this case to reset the equilibrium charge state distribution for the recoiling nuclei
which can be severely distorted by Auger processes in cases where internal conversion



occurs in the cascade. (Note that it is just this distortion to high charge states which
is the basis of a recoil device using electrostatic separation [24].) .
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figure 2. Comparison of mass spectra measured with the FMA.

From the mass spectrum in the central panel of the figure corresponding to conditions
equivalent to that used by Heese et a/, it should be noted that the mass 184 yield is lower
than that implied by the recoil-7 spectra obtained by them because the angular spread
in cases involving a -particle emission lowers the acceptance in the FMA. The tail on the
high mass side is due to aberrations present when the maximum acceptance is used.

Gamma-ray spectra in coincidence with mass gates at A= 185, 186 and 187 with
different beam-target conditions are shown in figure 3. The transitions proposed by
Heese et al [17] are clear in the mass 186 spectrum, all other transitions in that spectrum
being identifiable. It should be noted however that there are two transitions near 622
keV, the energy of the proposed 2+ —* 0+ in 186Pb. One is in the 186 mass gate and the
other in the mass 187 gate, the latter being from 187T1 as recently assigned by Lane et
al [26].

The simple intensity information which is contained in these spectra is of considerable
importance in ordering transitions but it is information which is not usually obtained



(because of contamination and multiplicity distortion) in other measurements.
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figure 3. Mass selected (and time-gated) 7-ray spectra
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figure 4- Sum of 7-7-coincidence gates, with viass selection on A = 186.



A sum of 7-7-coincidence gates, with simultaneous selection on mass 186, as obtained
by Baxter ei al [20], is shown in figure 4 . The band structure proposed by Heese et al
[17] is clear, although the tentative 12+ -» 10+ line proposed previously is not confirmed,
the new assignment being a transition at 550 keV.

185T1 and 187T1

Transitions in 185T1 have recently been identified by Lane ei al [25] using the 154Gd(35Cl,4n)I85Tl
reaction. Although fission competition is again a problem several bands in 185T1 have
been identified, the most intense being similar in structure to the i13/2 proton band in
187T1 as shown by the coincidence spectra of figure 5.
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figure 5 Coincidence spectra with gates on analogous transitions in 185Tl and 1&?Tl
from the work of Lane et al .

The transitions assigned to 185T1 are observed to be in coincidence with thallium X-
rays. The mass number is unambiguously established from the measurements using the
FMA. The spectrum gated by mass 185 for bombardment of the IS4Gd target by an 36Ar
beam, 10 MeV higher in energy than that used to form 186Pb is shown in the top panel
of figure 3. The p4n channel leading to 185T1 dominates. Transitions in the mass 187
gated spectrum (bottom panel) are predominantly from 187T1.

Shape Co-existence

Interest in the very neutron-deficient lead isotopes stems from the calculations of May,
Frauendorf and Pashkevich [27] and Bengtsson and Nazarewicz [28, 29] which predicted
both prolate and oblate secondary minima in the potential well, competing with the
spherical ground-state expected for Z=82. Evidence for the oblate minimum and as-
sociated band structures has been presented (e.g. [30]) , but until recently, the prolate
minimum, analogous to that giving rise to the intruder band in the light mercury isotopes
had not been observed. It was predicted to lie at its lowest in 186Pb. The scenario differs



from that in mercury and platinum because of the third minimum, from the spherical
configuration.

The band observed by Heese et al [17] and confirmed by Baxter et al [20] and the
associated band in 188Pb are very similar to those in the mercury isotopes. The surprise
is that the sequence through the proposed prolate band dominates the yrast cascade,
a consequence of an excitation energy sufficiently low to essentially bypass the states
expected from the spherical vi~lj2 multiplet which gives rise to the yrast 12+ isomer
in the heavier isotopes. The similarity between the bands once a change to the well
deformed structure has occurred, is apparent from the plot of excitation energies against
1(1+1).

Alignments

A more sensitive view of the band structure is given by the alignments which are shown
in figure 6. The reference parameters have been chosen to suit the prolate deformed band
in the mercury isotopes. Remembering that since the alignment is given by

i = /« - + + (Site) - 9i(<0)<"3

where "g" and "d" are used to label the normal and intruder bands, the coefficient of the
first term will be negative when there is a change from a small to a large deformation.
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figure 6 Comparison of alignments for very neutron-deficient mercury, thallium and
lead nuclei, using the same reference parameters.

This signature is clearly seen in figure 6. While the bands are similar, there are also
subtle differences for example, between 186Pb and 188Pb, which will be addressed below.



Mixed-Band Analysis and non-yrast states

To interpret shape co-existence, one approach (as discussed, for example in ref [31]) is to
use band-mixing to reproduce experimental energies, and then to examine the properties
of the unperturbed bands so deduced, and the parameters of mixing, such as the band
interaction strengths. It can be misleading to deal with superficial properties, whether
they be energies, transition strengths or branching ratios, since these are distorted by
perturbations, and affected by interference between amplitudes from the hybridized wave
functions.

Equally, it is not possible to determine to equal accuracy and without ambiguity,
the properties of the mixing bands, since each situation will depend on whether the
perturbations are large, as is only the case if say , the shape differences are large. This
situation can be redressed to some extent, if the yrare states from the mixing are also
known - this has been the thrust of some of our measurements in which we are using an
array to study non-yrast states in platinum and osmium nuclei populated in /3-decay. No
potential energy surface calculations of which I am aware predict shape co-existence in
the light osmium isotopes nevertheless, the anomalous yrast band alignment in 172Os was
interpreted as an effect of shape co-existence and analysed in detail in terms of band-
mixing. We have identified [32, 33] likely members of the proposed "intruder" bands
in these nuclei, including excittd 0+ states but uncoupling of the bands contributing is
problematic in the nuclei 176~184Os since the mixing is apparently very large and the
distinction between the bands, in terms of separate deformations, less clear.

Moments-of-Inertia, Deformations

Figure 7 shows, in the upper panel, an effective quadrupole moment Q, derived in
very simple way, from the observed 2+ —+ 0+ energies in a range of (related) nuclei. In
previous analyses we have taken

where S?o and C are the VMI parameters and $02 is the average of the moments-of-inertia
at spins zero and two. For this case I have just taken the simpler form with

zn2

The x-axis is the product of valence bosons counted from the N = 126 neutron shell
and the Z = 82 proton shell. The lower panel shows this effective quadrupole moment
derived for both the unperturbed normal and "intruder" bands i.e.,after uncoupling, with
the intruder values plotted at two alternative sets of boson products. Note that the points
for the normal bands in the two lead cases should be seen as limits since, because the
band-crossing apparently occurs near or below the 2+ state of the spherical configuration,
its energy cannot be determined without more experimental data.

Counting, F-spin and I-spin and all that

As was noted above, the rotational band spacing in the (assumed) prolate intruder band
are similar but not identical. Various schemes are emerging for classifying such states,
based on procedures for counting the active particles and classifying the configurations
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in terms of multiplets expected on symmetry arguments and concepts such as I-spin
and F-spin. (See for example, Barrett et al [34], Nazarewicz [29], and Heyde et al [39].)
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figure 7 Estimate of quadrupole moments deduced from the 2* —> 0* energies as a
function of the product of valence pairs, as described in the text. The upper panel shows
values obtained from the perturbed energies, the lower panel those obtained from the
unperturbed energies after uncoupling the normal bands (open symbols) and intruder
bands (filled symbols) .

Counting of valence particles for the intruder band can follow the most naive proce-
dure of giving equal weight to holes and particles. If the intruder in lead for example,
involves a 2-proton excitation, the normal band has NT = 0, whereas a 2-proton excita-
tion gives a 2p-2h state with NT = 2. In 186Pb, therefore, the number of valence neutron
pairs is N,, = (126-104)/2 = 11, so that the product NTNU = 0 and 22 for the normal
and intruder states respectively. If the excitation however is 4-proton in character, then
^(intruder) = 4 and N^N,, = 44 etc.

Bengtsson and Nazarewicz who discuss 186Pb using as a basis the configuration con-
strained shell-correction approach [28, 29] suggest that while the excitation of a pair
of h9/2 protons on the oblate side into the 9/2"[5051 ^rbital was the main compo-
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nent in the oblate-deformed structure, on the prolate side, more complicated configu-
rations were involved, driven by the complementary orbital l/2~[541j but resembling
[N=4]~4(l/i9/2 ® 2/7/2)4 (i-e- 4h-4p) and even higher order excitations. (Elucidation of
the configurations is non-trivial with regard to the mean-field and pairing, and specific
configurations as stressed recently by Tajima et al [35].)

In such complex cases boson-counting might seem to be inappropriate, but despite
that, there is a distinctive simplicity and correlation evident in the lower part of figure 7.
The scatter evident in the upper part of the figure is removed by the use of unperturbed
normal states (open symbols). The unperturbed values for the intruder bands (filled
symbols) also depend monotonically on the valence particle product, but only if the
configurations are "counted" as a 4-proton, 4-hole excitations.

Two - Level Model .

Also shown in the figure is a curve based on the 2-component single-j shell model described
by Heyde and Sau [36] which suggests a form for the 2+ state energy as a function of
shell filling given by

where F depends on the radial matrix elements and would be constant for a given set
of orbitals and K defines a notional quadrupole-quadrupole interaction strength.

This equation would not give a single curve since it depends on the values of the
degeneracies QT and number of pairs jVT for the protons and neutrons. The single curve
is calculated with Q^ = Qv = 14 ,KF = 1990 keV and e£(0) = 1500 keV. These are
remarkably similar to the values used [36] for the Ba region of Q* = 16, KF = 1825 keV
and e+{0) = 1344 keV .

Well Energy Differences

As well as the unperturbed properties of the interfering bands, the band-mixing analyses
also give unperturbed band-head energies, which could be associated with the energy
difference between the minima in the potential wells. The results are shown in figure
8 on the left. Included in the experimental plot are the new osmium results [32, 33] ,
although these are dashed for 174~182Os since it is not clear that minima in the wells
are distinct. The theoretical values, distilled from a number of sources (including [37]
and [29]) (and possibly not strictly comparable) are shown on the right. The estimates
of the oblate bands expected in lead as obtained by summing the experimental energies
of the l /2 + and 9/2"" odd-proton intruder states in the bismuth and thallium isotopes,
with a residual interaction added (see ref [38]), are also shown. The fact that these gave
energies lower than the observed bands in 186Pb and 188Pb was interpreted as supporting
the view that the bands there were not of oblate shape [17].
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There is apparently a general discrepancy between theory and experiment for lead,
mercury and platinum.
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figure 8 Energy differences of co-existing wells from experiment (left) and theory
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Interactions

The third parameter involved in the band-mixing calculations is the matrix element
between the normal and the intruder bands. These are not precisely determined but
they vary from being small, ~ 30 keV in the lead cases, to being very large, ~ 300 keV
in the osmium cases. In general this is consistent with the minima in the potential well
being more distinct in the higher - Z cases. The effective interactions could provide a
severe test of theories, but I do not know of successful evaluations of these. Prediction
of the interactions implies stringent demands on both the detailed configurations, and
also the effects of dynamics. A simple evaluation assuming wave functions centred at
each deformation and distributed in a Gaussian form ( as was done [40] for 175Os ) can
give a rough evaluation, but, obviously is very dependent on the assumed widths of the
distributions.
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Probing the Configurations

What evidence is there that the deformed wells are prolate or oblate ? One probe is the
structure of the odd-A nuclei, as extensively reviewed, for example by Heyde et al [1].
bearing in mind that the potential well may be modified by the added particle !

The first cases of shape co-existence in the odd thallium isotopes had a clear signature
for oblate deformation. Early measurements of the Berkeley group [41] identified (some-
what fragmentary) rotational bands based on the 9/2" isomeric bandhead with features
that were definitive, specifically a regular AI = 1 sequence with little signature splitting,
and mixing ratios which defined the magnitude and sign of (g# - gn)/Qo ,consistent
with the properties expected for a proton Fermi level near the Q = 9/2" [505] orbital at
moderate oblate deformation.

For ->rolate deformation the proton Fermi level would be close to the D, = 1/2 orbitals
(1/2"[541] for the h9/2 proton; l/2+[660] for thez13/2 proton; l/2"[530] for the/7/2 proton
). The /ig/2 and /7/2 protons are mixed, depending on the magnitude of the deformation.
Because of Coriolis mixing, a signature-split rotation aligned band is expected for the
h3/j proton. The /ig/2 proton could give a comparable structure providing it does not
block the development of the prolate deformation.

185 Tl and 187 Tl

The three bands assigned to 187T1 from the recent work by Lane et al [26] can be identified
with the expected orbitals at prolate deformation. The alignments are less complex than
those observed in the gold isotone , 185Au reported by the Larabee et al [42]. There is
also a clear change from a less deformed structure at low spin (as seen in figure 6) to a
more deformed structure, in 187T1. The alignments for the i13/2 bands which carry the
yrast intensity in :87T1 and 185T1, reach a constant value of ~ 6 h, as shown in figure 6.
The fact that the proposed h9/2 band itself in 187T1 might also show a change to the more
deformed structure [26] has implications for blocking and the configurations making up
that structure. It is more consistent with a complex configuration for the intruder.

In 185T1, it is apparent from figure 5 that decay out of the i13/2 band in 185T1 involves
fewer steps than the 187T1 case, implying a simpler structure and possibly a change in
the ordering of intrinsic levels. The alignment plot of figure 6 emphasises the similarity
of the bands associated with the (rotation-aligned) ii3y2 proton, while the difference in
decay pattern is likely to indicate a lowering of the deformed well in 185T1, compatible
with the drop in the prolate band observed from 188Pb to 186Pb.

Conclusions

More precise information on the structure of odd-A nuclei and particularly of non-yrast
states in both odd-A and even-even nuclei is needed to clarify the role of specific orbitals
in forming prolate and oblate minima in the neutron-deficient isotopes of lead. This may
come with the general movement towards the use of more sophisticated instrumentation
for both isotopic identification and for channel selection, giving the prospect of a marriage
of complementary techniques to populate the same nucleus in (3- or a- decay as well as
in in-beam studies.
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